
ART:  What love I am, and what true-concern I share, when I am involved in my life.  And 
when I say “involved-in-my-life,” I mean just that; my needs & wants and not that of 
others.  I have experienced an undying flame within, when I am truly involved in my 
feelings, thoughts and actions.  And working with people, regardless of where they are 
personally, becomes easier.  To simplify this and make it practical: The energy I invest in 
my life and my goals becomes more apparent when I am being of service to others.  
Meaning, when I treat myself and live as if my life was a work of art, I can really help 
people, instead of just “getting by” with what I think is right.  I help them help themselves 
and I know where I begin and end.  It is so easy, when I am really “living.”  The ‘ease’ is 
what it feels like when I put my loyalties in order.  That is what it is, when I commit to my 
purpose and doing what I have come to do.  I become the artist for the art of my life.

SERVICE:  My Guidance are with me, all the time.  But sometimes my habits and 
thoughts (& emotions) drown-out their inspirations.  In the past, when I felt like I was 
drowning, I was a little angry, “Why don’t you just be more forceful, so I can hear you!”, 
I’d be likely to say to my Guidance.  “After all, you know I’m under pressure, just tell me!”  
It didn’t take long before I started attracting those who were only to willing and happy to 
“tell me” what to do.  Of course, when they did, I became rebellious & resentful of that 
kind of imposition; I got what I was asking for, someone (or something) telling me what to 
do — Well, it all became a black hole.  That is when I realized how much love and 
respect my spiritual helpers really have for me; what service was really all about.  Any 
one, or any thing, that gives me my freewill is helping me; it respects me.  Others may 
think they love me, but until they respect my free will, they are not  “engaging” from a 
higher vibration.  That is the difference between a high soul and other souls; other souls 
(in bodies & out) all have a more self-centered agenda and ulterior motives in connection 
with what ‘they Want’ for me.  Service, is seeking opportunity for my own benefit.  And 
yes, my Service, is helping people to help themselves.

CALLING:  It has been said, “The two most important days of your life, is the day you 
were born, and the day you find out why.”  Well, I know why!  It’s actually so simple that I 
sometimes don’t believe it myself.  Over the eons, it has been said many times and many 
ways — but it all boils down to the basic reality that I am here to graduate spiritually.  As 
a matter of fact, it’s so fundamental I once even had someone say to me, “Damn . . . you 
work hard at not being successful!”  And they were right.  When I stop believing in myself 
(believing in who I am and what I have come to do), I start working hard.  I create self-
sabotage.  And while it may sound redundant, I reiterate that undermining myself is NOT 
what I am here for.  By contrast, I engage in all sorts of opportunities and relationships in 
order to accomplish my purpose.  Some are a conscious design and others are 
unconsciously guided by my inherently healthy instincts.  It matters little.  My true calling 
is to fulfill my life’s work in everything I do . . . especially with people.  I don’t have to
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'take care of them,’ I do not have to ‘save them,’ and I do not need to ‘cater to their 
whims.’  But it is through people, where my greatest growth & opportunity to fulfill my 
calling comes.  They are a powerful and precious means to help me graduate.  And in 
doing so, I in turn help them in their calling.

DECLARATION:  There is no half-way when it comes to my needs (that is to say, 
regarding my spiritual).  I am very tolerant of others.  I believe in the motto, Live and Let 
Live.  This is my Way.  But, while I move freely among the preferences of others, I 
cannot allow myself to become second-class in my own life.  Meaning, I can help 
others, but not at the expense of my well being; if my own candle dims, I will not see the 
way easily, nor will I be able to ignite other candles.  This is my declaration to all and to 
the Universe: I am spirit, I came from spirit, and I will return to spirit — guide me spirit, 
mold me, fill me, use me.  This is what it means to make my need first-class in my life.  I 
do not ‘give-up’ anything.  I do not need to live poorly or meagerly.  Indeed, I can be as 
abundant as I can handle.  I am simply making it clear, I am here with and for a purpose 
and I will permit nothing to stop my progress, especially old habits and ideas that do not 
help me fulfill my needs spiritually.

ONE:  I do not subscribe to the doctrine that in order to make it into a good afterlife, I 
must forsake material possessions and self.  Nor do I just accept the philosophy that 
my worth is based on the value of material things, including the “value” of friends & 
family.  No, I believe in it all!  How could it not be, “all”?  I am one with it.  Everything 
contributes to me . . . as long as I respect it as a means to an end.  There is no 
separation.  When I fully accept this, I grow; my aura and consciousness begin to 
encircle the planet (and beyond).  Sometimes, others will become uncomfortable 
around me, when I start doing my work here; that is to say, living based on purpose.  It 
pays for me to remember, however, this is normal.  I was there once too.  In the past, I 
have become anxious, angry and even depressed when others around me did not do 
what I wanted them to do.  Or said more precisely, they then started to out grow me.  
But even though those around me may become uncomfortable, today I remain clear, 
directed and strong in my energy . . . but with humility, courtesy and without pretense.  I 
am one and I practice it.  The practice of the soul.  That is my profession.  Everything 
else are my opportunities to fulfill it.
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